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Abstract
Given n (discrete or continuous) random variables Xi, the (2n − 1)-dimensional vector obtained by evaluating
the joint entropy of all non-empty subsets of {X1, . . . , Xn} is called an entropic vector. Determining the region of
entropic vectors is an important open problem with many applications in information theory. Recently, it has been
shown that the entropy regions for discrete and continuous random variables, though different, can be determined
from one another. An important class of continuous random variables are those that are vector-valued and jointly
Gaussian. It is known that Gaussian random variables violate the Ingleton bound, which many random variables such
as those obtained from linear codes over finite fields do satisfy, and they also achieve certain non-Shannon type
inequalities. In this paper we give a full characterization of the convex cone of the entropy region of three jointly
Gaussian vector-valued random variables and prove that it is the same as the convex cone of three scalar-valued
Gaussian random variables and further that it yields the entire entropy region of 3 arbitrary random variables. We
further determine the actual entropy region of 3 vector-valued jointly Gaussian random variables through a conjecture.
For n ≥ 4 number of random variables, we point out a set of 2n − 1 − n(n+1)
2
minimal necessary and sufficient
conditions that 2n−1 numbers must satisfy in order to correspond to the entropy vector of n scalar jointly Gaussian
random variables. This improves on a result of Holtz and Sturmfels which gave a nonminimal set of conditions. These
constraints are related to Cayley’s hyperdeterminant and hence with an eye towards characterizing the entropy region
of jointly Gaussian random variables, we also present some new results in this area. We obtain a new (determinant)
formula for the 2× 2× 2 hyperdeterminant and we also give a new (transparent) proof of the fact that the principal
minors of an n× n symmetric matrix satisfy the 2× 2× . . .× 2 (up to n times) hyperdeterminant relations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Obtaining the capacity region of information networks has long been an important open problem. It turns out that
there is a fundamental connection between the entropy region of a number of random variables and the capacity
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2region of networks [3] [4]. However determining the entropy region has proved to be an extremely difficult problem
and there have been different approaches towards characterizing it. While most of the effort has been towards
obtaining outer bounds for the entropy region by determining valid information inequalities [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12] some have focused on innerbounds [13], [14], [15] which may prove to be more useful since they
yield achievable regions.
Let X1, · · · , Xn be n jointly distributed discrete random variables with arbitrary alphabet size N . The vector
of all the 2n − 1 joint entropies of these random variables is referred to as their “entropy vector” and conversely
any 2n− 1 dimensional vector whose elements can be regarded as the joint entropies of some n random variables,
for some alphabet size N , is called “entropic”. The entropy region is defined as the region of all possible entropic
vectors and is denoted by Γ∗n [5]. Let N = {1, · · · , n} and s, s′ ⊆ N . If we define Xs = {Xi : i ∈ s} then it is
well known that the joint entropies H(Xs) (or Hs, for simplicity) satisfy the following inequalities:
1) H∅ = 0
2) For s ⊆ s′: Hs ≤ Hs′
3) For any s, s′: Hs∪s′ +Hs∩s′ ≤ Hs +Hs′ .
These are called the basic inequalities of Shannon information measures and the last one is referred to as the
“submodularity property”. They all follow from the nonnegativity of the conditional mutual information [7], [16],
[17]. Any inequality obtained from positive linear combinations of conditional mutual information is called a
“Shannon-type” inequality. The space of all 2n − 1 dimensional vectors which only satisfy the Shannon inequalities
is denoted by Γn. It has been shown that Γ∗2 = Γ2 and Γ¯∗3 = Γ3 where Γ¯∗3 denotes the closure of Γ∗3 [7]. However,
for n ≥ 4, in 1998 the first non-Shannon type information inequality was discovered [7] which demonstrated that
Γ∗4 is strictly smaller than Γ4. Since then many other non-Shannon type inequalities have been discovered [18], [8],
[11], [12]. Nonetheless, the complete characterization of Γ∗n for n ≥ 4 remains open.
The effort to characterize the entropy region has focused on discrete random variables, ostensibly because the
study of discrete random variables is simpler. However, continuous random variables are as important, where now
for any collection of random variables Xs, with joint probability density function fXs(xs), the differential entropy
is defined as
hs = −
∫
fXs(xs) log fXs(xs)dxs. (1)
Let
∑
s γsHs ≥ 0 be a valid discrete information inequality. This inequality is called balanced if for all i ∈ N
we have
∑
s:i∈s γs = 0. Using this notion Chan [19] has shown a correspondence between discrete and continuous
information inequalities, which allows us to compute the entropy region for one from the other.
Theorem 1 (Discrete/continuous information inequalities):
1) A linear continuous information inequality ∑s γshs ≥ 0 is valid if and only if its discrete counterpart∑
s γsHs ≥ 0 is balanced and valid.
2) A linear discrete information inequality ∑s γsHs ≥ 0 is valid if and only if it can be written as ∑s βshs +∑n
i=1 ri(hi,ic − hic) for some ri ≥ 0, where
∑
s βshs ≥ 0 is a valid continuous information inequality (ic
3denotes the complement of i in N ).
The above Theorem suggests that one can also study continuous random variables to determine Γ∗n. Among all
continuous random variables, the most natural ones to study first (for many of the reasons further described below)
are Gaussians. This will be the main focus of this paper.
Let X1, · · · , Xn ∈ RT be n jointly distributed zero-mean1 vector-valued real Gaussian random variables of
vector size T with covariance matrix R ∈ RnT×nT . Clearly, R is symmetric, positive semidefinite, and consists of
block matrices of size T × T (corresponding to each random variable). We will allow T to be arbitrary and will
therefore consider the normalized joint entropy of any subset s ⊆ N of these random variables
hs =
1
T
·
1
2
log
(
(2pie)T |s| detRs
)
, (2)
where |s| denotes the cardinality of the set s and Rs is the T |s| × T |s| matrix obtained by keeping those block
rows and block columns of R that are indexed by s. Note that our normalization is by the dimensionality of the
Xi, i.e., by T , and that we have used h to denote normalized entropy.
Normalization has the following important consequence.
Theorem 2 (Convexity of the region for h): The closure of the region of normalized Gaussian entropy vectors is
convex.
Proof: Let hx and hy be two normalized Gaussian entropy vectors. This means that the first corresponds to
some collection of Gaussian random variables X1, . . . , Xn ∈ RTx with the covariance matrix Rx, for some Tx,
and the second to some other collection Y1, . . . , Yn ∈ RTy with the covariance matrix Ry, for some Ty. Now
generate Nx copies of jointly Gaussian random variables X1, . . . , Xn and Ny copies of Y1, . . . , Yn and define
the new set of random variables Zi =
[
(X1i )
t . . . (XNxi )
t (Y 1i )
t . . . (Y
Ny
i )
t
]t
, where (·)t denotes the
transpose, by stacking Nx and Ny independent copies of each, respectively, into a NxTx+NyTy dimensional vector.
Clearly the Zi are jointly-Gaussian. Due to the independence of the Xki and Y li , k = 1, . . .Nx, l = 1, . . . , Ny , the
non-normalized entropy of the collection of random variables Zs is
hzs = NxTxh
x
s +NyTyh
y
s .
To obtain the normalized entropy we should divide by NxTx +NyTy
hzs =
NxTx
NxTx +NyTy
hxs +
NyTy
NxTx +NyTy
hys ,
which, since Nx and Ny are arbitrary, implies that every vector that is a convex combination of hx and hy is
entropic and generated by a Gaussian.
Note that hs can also be written as follows:
hs =
1
2T
log detRs +
|s|
2
log 2pie (3)
1Since differential entropy is invariant to shifts there is no point in assuming nonzero means for the Xi.
4Therefore if we define
gs =
1
T
log detRs, (4)
it is obvious that gs can be obtained from hs and vice versa. All that is involved is a scaling of the covariance
matrix R. Denote the vector obtained from all entries gs, s ⊆ {1, . . . , n} by g. For balanced inequalities there is
the additional property,
Lemma 1: If the inequlaity
∑
s γsHs ≥ 0 is balanced then
∑
s |s|γs = 0.
Proof: We can simply write,
∑
s
|s|γs =
∑
s
∑
i∈s
γs =
∑
i
(∑
s:i∈s
γs
)
= 0 (5)
Therefore the set of linear balanced information inequalities that g and h satisfy is the same. Moreover any other
type of inequality that h satisfies can be converted to an inequality for g and vice versa and therefore the space
of g and h can be obtained from each other. For simplicity, we will therefore use gs instead of hs throughout the
paper and use the term entropy for both g and h interchangeably.
In this paper we characterize the entropy region of 3 jointly Gaussian random variables and study the minimal
set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a 2n − 1 dimensional vector to represent an entropy vector of n
scalar jointly Gaussian random variables for n ≥ 4. As equation (4) suggests, the entropy of any subset of random
variables from a collection of Gaussian random variables is simply the “log” of the principal minor of the covariance
matrix corresponding to this subset. Therefore studying the entropy of Gaussian random variables involves studying
the relations among principal minors of symmetric positive semi-definite matrices, i.e., covariance matrices. It has
recently been noted that one of these relations is the so-called Cayley “hyperdeterminant” [20]. Therefore along
the study of entropy of Gaussian random variables we also examine the hyperdeterminant relation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review background and some motivating
results on the entropies of Gaussian random variables. Section III states the main results on the characterization of
the entropy region of 3 jointly Gaussian random variables. In Section IV we examine the hyperdeterminant relation
in connection to the entropy region of Gaussian random variables. We give a determinant formula for calculating
the special 2× 2× 2 hyperdeterminant. Moreover we present a new and transparent proof of the result of [20] on
why the principal minors of a symmetric matrix satisfy the hyperdeterminant relations. In Section V we study the
minimal set of necessary and sufficient condition for a 2n − 1 dimensional vector to be the entropy vector of n
scalar jointly Gaussian random variables. For n = 4, there are 5 such equations and we explicitly state them.
II. SOME KNOWN RESULTS
From (4) it can be easily seen that any valid information inequality for entropies can be immediately converted
into an inequality for the (block) principal minors of a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix. This connection has
been previously used in the literature. In fact one can study determinant inequalities by studying the corresponding
entropy inequalities, see e.g. [21].
5Let g be the normalized entropy vector corresponding to some vector-valued collection of random variables with
an nT ×nT covariance matrix R. Further, let m denote the vector of block principal minors of R. Then it is clear
that m = egT , where the exponential acts component-wise on the entries of g. Then the submodularity of entropy
translates to the following inequality for the principal minors:
ms∪s′ ·ms∩s′ ≤ ms ·ms′ (6)
In the context of determinant inequalities for a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix this is known as the
“Koteljanskii” inequality and is a generalization of the “Hadamard-Fischer” inequalities [22]. Dating back at least
to Hadamard in 1893, studying the determinant inequalities is an old subject which is of interest in its own right
and has many applications in matrix analysis and probability theory.
Some of the interesting problems in the area of principal minor relations include characterizing the set of
bounded ratios of principal minors for a given class of matrices (e.g. the class of positive definite, or the class
of matrices whose all of their principal minors are positive, i.e., the P matrices) [23], [24], studying the Gaussian
conditional independence structure in the context of probabilistic representations [25] and detecting P matrices, e.g.,
via computation of all the principal minors of a given matrix [26].
Although determinant inequalities have been studied extensively on their own and also through the entropy
inequalities, the reverse approach of determining Gaussian entropies via the exploration of the space of principal
minors has been less considered [25], [27]. As it turns out, this approach is deeply related to the “principal minor
assignment” problem where a matrix with a set of fixed principal minors is sought. Recently there has been progress
towards this area for symmetric matrices [20], [28] and we will discuss this in more detail in Sections IV and V.
Apart from the result of [27] which shows the tightness of the Zhang-Yeung non-Shannon inequality [14] for
Gaussian random variables, one of the encouraging results for studying the Gaussian random variables is that they
can violate the “Ingleton bound”. This bound is one of the best known inner bounds for Γ∗4 [14].
Theorem 3 (Ingleton inequality): [29] Let v1, · · · , vn be n vector subspaces and let N = {1, · · · , n}. Further
let s ⊆ N and rs be the rank function defined as the dimension of the subspace ⊕i∈svi. Then for any subsets
s1, s2, s3, s4 ⊆ N , we have
rs1 + rs2 + rs1∪s2∪s3 + rs1∪s2∪s4 + rs3∪s4
−rs1∪s2 − rs1∪s3 − rs1∪s4 − rs2∪s3 − rs2∪s4 ≤ 0 (7)
Ingleton inequality was first obtained for the rank of vector spaces. However it turns out that certain types of
entropy functions, in particular all linear representable (corresponding to linear codes over finite fields) and pseudo-
abelian group characterizable entropy functions also satisfy this inequality and hence fall into this inner bound [30],
[31]. However if we consider 4 jointly Gaussian random variables, we interestingly find that they can violate the
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Fig. 1. Feasible region of ε and a2 for the specific Ingleton violating example
Ingleton bound. Consider the following covariance matrix:

1 ε a a
ε 1 a a
a a 1 0
a a 0 1


(8)
To violate the Ingleton inequality we need to have:
g1 + g2 + g123 + g124 + g34
−g12 − g13 − g14 − g23 − g24 ≥ 0 (9)
or equivalently in terms of the minors m:
m1m2m123m124m34
m12m13m14m23m24
≥ 1 (10)
Substituting for values of m from the covariance matrix and simplifying we obtain:
1− ε
1 + ε
≥
(
1− 2a2 + a4
1− 2a2 + ε
)2
(11)
Moreover imposing positivity conditions for this matrix to correspond to a true covariance matrix gives 0 ≤ a2 ≤ 0.5,
4a2 − 1 ≤ ε ≤ 1. Solving inequality (11) subject to these constraints yields a region of permissible ε and a2 (Fig
1). In particular the point ε = 0.25, a = 0.5 lies in this region. Interestingly enough, this example has also been
discovered in the context of determinantal inequalities in [23].
7Taking these results into account, we will hence study the Gaussian entropy region for 2 and 3 random variables
and give the minimal number of necessary and sufficient conditions for a 2n − 1 dimensional vector to correspond
to the entropy of n scalar jointly Gaussian random variables in the following sections.
III. ENTROPY REGION OF 2 AND 3 GAUSSIAN RANDOM VARIABLES
The mentioned results in the previous section (violation of the Ingleton bound and tightness of the non-Shannon
inequality) lead one to speculate whether the entropy region for arbitrary continuous random variables is equal to
the entropy region of (vector-valued) Gaussian ones. Although this is the case for n = 2 random variables, it is not
true for n = 3. What is true for n = 3 is that the entropy region of 3 arbitrary continuous random variables can be
obtained from the convex cone of the region of 3 scalar-valued Gaussian random variables.
A. n = 2
Entropy region of 2 jointly Gaussian random variables is trivially equal to the whole entropy region of 2 arbitrary
distributed continuous random variables.
Theorem 4: The entropy region of 2 jointly Gaussian random variables is described by the single inequality
g12 ≤ g1 + g2 and is equal to the entropy region of 2 arbitrary distributed continuous random variables.
Proof: Since it is known that the continuous entropy region is described by the single balanced inequality
h12 ≤ h1 + h2, to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that any entropy vector [h1, h2, h12] satisfying this
inequality may be described by 2 jointly Gaussians and this is trivial to show.
B. Main Results for n = 3
Although we consider vector-valued jointly Gaussian random variables, for n = 3 we interestingly find that
considering the convex hull of scalar jointly Gaussian random variables is sufficient for characterizing the Gaussian
entropy region.
Theorem 5: The entropy region of 3 vector-valued Gaussian random variables can be obtained from the convex
hull of scalar Gaussian random variables.
The main result about the convex cone of the entropy region of 3 jointly Gaussian random variables is formalized
in the next theorem:
Theorem 6 (Convex Cone of the Entropy Region of 3 Scalar-Valued Gaussian Random Variables): The convex
cone generated by the entropy region of 3 scalar-valued Gaussian random variables gives the entropy region of 3
arbitrary continuously distributed random variables.
This theorem states that one can indeed construct the entropy region of n = 3 continuous random variables from
the entropy region of Gaussian random variables and therefore it encourages the study of Gaussians for n ≥ 4.
Moreover Theorem 6 addresses the “convex cone” of the Gaussian entropy region and as it turns out for most
practical purposes characterizing the “convex cone” is sufficient. The problem of characterizing the entropy region
8of Gaussian random variables itself, rather than its convex cone, is more complicated. For 3 random variables we
state the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1 (Entropy Region of 3 Vector-Valued Jointly Gaussian Random Variables): Let vector g defined as
g = [g1, g2, g3, g12, g23, g31, g123]
t be an entropy vector generated by 3 vector-valued Gaussian random variables.
Define xk = egij−gi−gj and y˜ =
∏
k xk
maxk xk
+ 2maxk xk −
∑
k xk. The closure of the Gaussian entropy region
generated by such g vectors is characterized by,
1) For y˜ ≤ 0:
gij ≤ gi + gj , g123 ≤ min
j
(gij + gjk − gj). (12)
2) For y˜ > 0:
gij ≤ gi + gj , g123 ≤
∑
k
gk + log

max

0,−2 +∑
k
xk + 2
√∏
k
(1− xk)



 (13)
In other words we conjecture that the entropy region for three Gaussian random variables is simply given by the
above inequalities. Thus, when y˜ ≤ 0, the Gaussian entropy region coincides with the continuous entropy region;
however, when y˜ > 0 (and this can happen for some valid entropy vectors), we have the tighter upper bound (13)
on g123. In other words the actual Gaussian entropy region for n = 3 vector-valued random variables is strictly
smaller than the entropy region of 3 arbitrarily distributed continuous random variables.
We strongly believe the above conjecture to be true. The missing gap in our proof is a certain function inequality,
which all our simulations suggest to be true (see Conjecture 2).
C. Proof of Main Results for n = 3
In what follows we give the proof of the results stated in the previous section for n = 3. The basic idea is
to determine the structure of the Gaussian random variables that generate the boundary of the entropy region for
Gaussians, and then to determine what the boundary entropies are. We need a few lemmas:
Lemma 2 (Boundary of the Gaussian Entropy Region): The boundary of the Gaussian entropy region is gener-
ated by the concatenation of a set of vector valued Gaussian random variables with covariance

α11ITˆ α12Φ12 α13Φ13
α12Φ
t
12 α22ITˆ α23Φ23
α13Φ
t
13 α23Φ
t
23 α33ITˆ

 , (14)
where the Φij are orthogonal matrices such that Φt13Φ12Φ23 = sign(α12α13α23)I , and another set of independent
vector-valued Gaussian random variables with covariance

α11IT−Tˆ 0 0
0 α22IT−Tˆ 0
0 0 α33IT−Tˆ

 . (15)
9Proof: To find the boundary region for 3 jointly Gaussian random variables, we can maximize linear functions
of the entropy vector. We can therefore take an arbitrary set of constants γs, s ⊆ {1, 2, 3} and solve the following
maximization problem:
max
h
∑
s⊆{1,2,3}
γshs (16)
or equivalently,
max
R˜
∑
s⊆{1,2,3}
γs log det R˜[s], (17)
where R˜ is the 3T × 3T block covariance matrix and R˜[s] denotes the submatrix of R˜ whose rows and columns
are indexed by s. We shall assume all the principal minors of R˜ are nonzero. The optimization problems (16-17)
also come about when we fix any 6 of the entropies and try to maximize the last one. KKT conditions necessitate
that the derivative of (17) with respect to R˜ be zero, i.e. ∂
∂R˜
(∑
s⊆{1,2,3} γs log det R˜[s]
)
= 0. To compute the
derivatives we note that ∂∂X log detX = X
−t
. However since covariance matrix R˜ is symmetric, we can further
write ∂∂X log detX = X
−1
. If we adopt the following notation,
S˜ =

 S˜11 S˜12
S˜21 S˜22

 =

 R˜11 R˜12
R˜21 R˜22


−1
, W˜ =

 W˜11 W˜13
W˜31 W˜33

 =

 R˜11 R˜13
R˜31 R˜33


−1
U˜ =

 U˜22 U˜23
U˜32 U˜33

 =

 R˜22 R˜23
R˜32 R˜33


−1
, V˜ij = (R˜
−1)ij (18)
Then we obtain, 2
γ1


R˜−111 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

+ γ2


0 0 0
0 R˜−122 0
0 0 0

+ γ3


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 R˜−133

+ γ12


S˜11 S˜12 0
S˜21 S˜22 0
0 0 0


+γ13


W˜11 0 W˜13
0 0 0
W˜31 0 W˜33

+ γ23


0 0 0
0 U˜22 U˜23
0 U˜32 U˜33

+ γ123R˜−1 = 0 (19)
Now if we assume det R˜ii = αTii, αii > 0, then we can define the following “unit-determinant” matrix:
L =


1√
α11
R˜
1/2
11 0 0
0 1√α22 R˜
1/2
22 0
0 0 1√α33 R˜
1/2
33

 (20)
2Note that had we taken the derivative with respect to a symmetric matrix X from the beginning, then we had,
∂
∂X
log detX = 2X−1 − diag(X−1), where “diag(·)” denotes the diagonal elements of its argument. However this derivation would also
result in equation (19).
10
Let L[s], s ⊆ {1, 2, 3} be the submatrix of L obtained from choosing rows and columns of L that are indexed by
s. Then if we multiply (19) from left and right by L we obtain:
γ1


L[1]R˜
−1
11 L[1] 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

+ γ2


0 0 0
0 L[2]R˜
−1
22 L[2] 0
0 0 0

+ γ3


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 L[3]R˜
−1
33 L[3]


+γ12


L[1,2]

 S˜11 S˜12
S˜21 S˜22

L[1,2] 0
0
0 0 0

 + γ13


(
L[1,3]W˜L[1,3]
)
1,1
0
(
L[1,3]W˜L[1,3]
)
1,2
0 0 0(
L[1,3]W˜L[1,3]
)
2,1
0
(
L[1,3]W˜L[1,3]
)
2,2

 (21)
+γ23


0 0 0
0
0
L[2,3]

 U˜22 U˜23
U˜32 U˜33

L[2,3]

+ γ123LR˜−1L = 0 (22)
Due to the special structure of L, we have (L[s])−1R[s](L[s])−1 = (L−1RL−1)[s] therefore if we define
R = L−1R˜L−1 (23)
and S,W,U and V also similar to (18), i.e.,
S =

 S11 S12
S21 S22

 =

 R11 R12
R21 R22


−1
,W =

 W11 W13
W31 W33

 =

 R11 R13
R31 R33


−1
U =

 U22 U23
U32 U33

 =

 R22 R23
R32 R33


−1
, Vij = (R
−1)ij (24)
it follows that (19) will be satisfied by R,S,W,U, V instead of R˜, S˜, W˜ , U˜ , V˜ . In other words we have the following
equation: 

γ1R
−1
11 0 0
0 γ2R
−1
22 0
0 0 γ3R
−1
33

+ γ12


S11 S12 0
S21 S22 0
0 0 0

+ γ13


W11 0 W13
0 0 0
W31 0 W33


+γ23


0 0 0
0 U22 U23
0 U32 U33

+ γ123R−1 = 0 (25)
Multiplying (25) by R from the right we obtain,

γ1I γ1R
−1
11 R12 γ1R
−1
11 R13
γ2R
−1
22 R21 γ2I γ2R
−1
22 R23
γ3R
−1
33 R31 γ3R
−1
33 R32 γ3I

+ γ12


I 0
0 I

 S11 S12
S21 S22



R13
R23


0 0 0


+γ13


I W11R12 +W13R32 0
0 0 0
0 W31R12 +W33R32 I

+ γ23


0 0 0
U22 U23
U32 U33



R21
R31

 I 0
0 I

+ γ123I = 0 (26)
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Note that equating the diagonal elements to zero results in the following constraints on γ coefficients:
γ1 + γ12 + γ13 + γ123 = 0 (27)
γ2 + γ12 + γ23 + γ123 = 0 (28)
γ3 + γ13 + γ23 + γ123 = 0 (29)
These imply that the equations representing the touching hyperplanes to the Gaussian region should be balanced (see
Theorem 1). Now considering blocks (2,1), (3,1) together, (1,2), (3,2) with each other and (1,3), (2,3) simultaneously
in (26) and noting that Rii = αiiI , we obtain



 γ1α11 I 0
0 γ2α22 I

+ γ12

 R11 R12
R21 R22


−1

 R13
R23

 = 0 (30)



 γ1α11 I 0
0 γ3α33 I

+ γ13

 R11 R13
R31 R33


−1

 R12
R32

 = 0 (31)



 γ2α22 I 0
0 γ3α33 I

+ γ23

 R22 R23
R32 R33


−1

 R21
R31

 = 0 (32)
Simplifying equations (30)–(32) by multiplying each by the relevant

 Rii Rij
Rji Rjj

, we obtain:

 (γ1 + γ12)I γ2α22R12
γ1
α11
R21 (γ2 + γ12)I



 R13
R23

 = 0 (33)

 (γ1 + γ13)I γ3α33R13
γ1
α11
R31 (γ3 + γ13)I



 R12
R32

 = 0 (34)

 (γ2 + γ23)I γ3α33R23
γ2
α22
R32 (γ3 + γ23)I



 R21
R31

 = 0 (35)
Now if the 2T × T matrix
[
Rtik R
t
jk
]t
, i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} were full rank, the rank of the left 2T × 2T matrix
in either of the equations (33)–(35) would be T and therefore the Schur complement of its (1,1) block should be
zero, i.e.:
(γj + γij)I −
γiγj
αiiαjj(γi + γij)
RjiRij = 0 (36)
in other words:
RjiRij = RijRji =
(
(γi + γij)(γj + γij)
γiγj
αiiαjj
)
I (37)
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Since R is symmetric, Rji = Rtij . This implies that off-diagonal blocks of R are multiples of an orthogonal matrix,
i.e.,
Rij = αijΦij (38)
for some orthogonal matrix Φij and αij such that
α2ij =
(γi + γij)(γj + γij)
γiγj
αiiαjj (39)
Stating (38) explicitly, we have:
R12 = R
2
21 = α12Φ12 (40)
R13 = R
2
31 = α13Φ13 (41)
R23 = R
2
32 = α23Φ23 (42)
Replacing for Rij from (40)–(42) in equations (33)–(35) we obtain 6 equations, which turn out to be all the same
as the following equation when we consider the balancedness constraints of (27)–(29) and definition of α2ij in (39):
Φ13 = −
γ2
γ1 + γ12
α12α23
α2α13
Φ12Φ23 (43)
Simplifying (43) using the fact that αij = ±
√
(γi+γij)(γj+γij)
γiγj
αiiαjj from (39), we obtain that:
Φ13 =


+Φ12Φ23 if α12α13α23 > 0
−Φ12Φ23 if α12α13α23 < 0
(44)
Now note that in the general case
[
Rtik R
t
jk
]t
in equations (33)–(35) need not be full rank. Therefore there
is a T × T unitary matrix θij such that: 
 Rik
Rjk

 θij =

 Rik 0
Rjk 0

 (45)
Writing explicitly:
 R13
R23

 θ12 =

 R13 0
R23 0

 ,

 R12
R32

 θ13 =

 R12 0
R32 0

 ,

 R21
R31

 θ23 =

 R21 0
R31 0

 , (46)
where
[
R
t
ik R
t
jk
]t
is now full rank and we can assume its column rank (as well as its column size) to be Tij
where Tij < T . This suggests doing a similarity transformation on R with the following unitary matrix without
affecting the block principal minors:
Θ =


θ23 0 0
0 θ13 0
0 0 θ12

 (47)
From which we obtain:
Θ∗RΘ =


α11I θ
∗
23R12θ13 θ
∗
23R13θ12
θ∗13R21θ23 α22I θ
∗
13R23θ12
θ∗12R31θ23 θ
∗
12R32θ31 α33I

 (48)
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Considering R21θ23 and θ∗31R21 simultaneously and using (45) we have,
R21θ23 =
(
R21 0
)
(49)
θ∗13R21 = (R12θ13)
∗ =

 R∗12
0

 (50)
Therefore we can simply obtain the following structure for θ∗13R21θ23:
θ∗13R21θ23 =

 Rˆ21 0
0 0

 (51)
where the dimension of Rˆ21 is T13× T23. A similar argument for other elements yields the following structure for
Θ∗RΘ: 

α11IT23 0 Rˆ12 0 Rˆ13 0
0 α11IT−T23 0 0 0 0
Rˆ21 0 α22IT13 0 Rˆ23 0
0 0 0 α22IT−T13 0 0
Rˆ31 0 Rˆ32 0 α33IT12 0
0 0 0 0 0 α33IT−T12


(52)
Now define R′ = Θ∗RΘ and similar to (24) let S′ = (R′[1,2])−1,W ′ = (R′[1,3])−1, U ′ = (R′[2,3])−1 and V ′ = R′−1
where for s ⊆ {1, 2, 3}, R′[s] denotes the submatrix of R′ obtained from choosing the block rows and block columns
indexed by s. If we multiply (25) from the left by Θ∗ and from the right by Θ, then it turns out that (25) is satisfied
when R,S,W,U, V are replaced R′, S′,W ′, U ′, V ′. Therefore we can write equations (33)–(35) for R′. Doing so
gives the following: 
 (γi + γij)I γjαjjR′ij
γi
αii
R′ji (γj + γij)I



 R′ik
R′jk

 = 0 (53)
which if we replace for values of R′ij from (52) and assume that Tij and Tji represent the same value, we obtain:

(γi + γij)ITjk 0
γj
αjj
Rˆij 0
0 IT−Tjk 0 0
γi
αii
Rˆji 0 (γj + γij)ITik 0
0 0 0 (γj + γij)IT−Tik




Rˆik 0
0 0
Rˆjk 0
0 0


= 0 (54)
From which it follows that: 
 (γi + γij)ITjk γjαjj Rˆij
γi
αii
Rˆji (γj + γij)ITik



 Rˆik
Rˆjk

 = 0 (55)
Stating (55) explicitly, we have the following 3 equations:
 (γ1 + γ12)IT23 γ2α22 Rˆ12
γ1
α11
Rˆ21 (γ2 + γ12)IT13



 Rˆ13
Rˆ23

 = 0 (56)
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
 (γ1 + γ13)IT23 γ3α33 Rˆ13
γ1
α11
Rˆ31 (γ3 + γ13)IT12



 Rˆ12
Rˆ32

 = 0 (57)

 (γ2 + γ23)IT13 γ3α33 Rˆ23
γ2
α22
Rˆ32 (γ3 + γ23)IT12



 Rˆ21
Rˆ31

 = 0 (58)
Note that the dimension of
[
Rˆtik Rˆ
t
jk
]t
is (Tjk + Tik) × Tij . Therefore nullity of the left matrix in (55) is at
least Tij . Hence if we let the rank of the left matrix in (55) be r we will have:
r ≤ Tjk + Tik − Tij (59)
On the other hand it is also obvious that:
r ≥ Tjk, Tik (60)
From (59) and (60) it follows that:
Tij ≤ min(Tjk, Tik) (61)
Since a similar argument can be used for Tjk and Tik we conclude that:
T12 = T23 = T13 , Tˆ (62)
Now note that (56)–(58) is similar to (33)–(35) with Rˆij instead of Rij . Therefore the same argument that led to
(38) yields that Rˆij is a multiple of an orthogonal matrix say Φij ; in other words
Rˆ12 = Rˆ
t
21 = α12Φ12 (63)
Rˆ13 = Rˆ
t
31 = α13Φ13 (64)
Rˆ23 = Rˆ
t
32 = α23Φ23 (65)
where similar to (39), αij is given by
αij = ±
√
(γi + γij)(γj + γij)
γiγj
αiiαjj (66)
and we have,
Φ13 =


+Φ12Φ23 if α12α13α23 > 0
−Φ12Φ23 if α12α13α23 < 0
(67)
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Note that sign of αij can be chosen arbitrarily in (66). Finally it follows that after a series of permutations on (52)
and substituting for values of Rˆij from (63)–(65), R′ = Θ∗RΘ can be written as follows:

α11ITˆ α12Φ12 α13Φ13 0 0 0
α12Φ
t
12 α22ITˆ α23Φ23 0 0 0
α13Φ
t
13 α23Φ
t
23 α33ITˆ 0 0 0
0 0 0 α11IT−Tˆ 0 0
0 0 0 0 α22IT−Tˆ 0
0 0 0 0 0 α33IT−Tˆ


(68)
which if viewed as the timeshare of a set of Gaussian random variables with an orthogonal covariance matrix and
another set of independent random variables, it has the same block principal minors as (52). Moreover R′ has the
same principal minors as R and R˜ and therefore (68) is the optimizing solution to problem (17). However note
that (68) is an optimal solution only if it is a positive semi-definite matrix. Therefore αij’s and Φij ’s should be
such that,3
αiiαjj − α
2
ij ≥ 0 (69)
det


α11IT α12Φ12 α13Φ13
α12Φ
t
12 α22IT α23Φ23
α13Φ
t
13 α23Φ
t
23 α33IT

 ≥ 0 (70)
Lemma 3 (Block Orthogonal, Block Diagonal Covariance): Consider the covariance matrix
R =


α11IT α12Φ12 α13Φ13
α12Φ
t
12 α22IT α23Φ23
α13Φ
t
13 α23Φ
t
23 α33IT

 , (71)
where the Φij are orthogonal, αii > 0, and αiiαjj ≥ α2ij in the 2×2 block principal minors mij = (αiiαjj−α2ij)T .
Then (
α11α22α33 − α11α
2
23 − α22α
2
13 − α33α
2
12 − 2|α12α13α23|
)T
≤ detR
≤
(
α11α22α33 − α11α
2
23 − α22α
2
13 − α33α
2
12+ 2|α12α13α23|
)T
(72)
where Φ = Φt13Φ12Φ23 and the upper bound is tight when Φ + Φt = 2I and the lower bound is achieved when
Φ+ Φt = −2I .
3Note that αij and the set of γi, γij are dependent through (66). However it can be shown that for a given set of αi, αij the values of
γi, γij can be determined such that (66) and (27)–(29) will hold.
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Proof: We can easily write the following,
detR =
1
αT11
det



 α11α22IT α11α23Φ23
α11α23Φ
t
23 α11α33IT

−

 α12Φt12
α13Φ
t
13

( α12Φ12 α13Φ13 )


=
1
αT11
det
(
(α11α22 − α
2
12)(α11α33 − α
2
13)IT − (α11α23Φ
t
23 − α12α13Φ
t
13Φ12)(α11α23Φ23 − α12α13Φ
t
12Φ13)
)
= det
(
(α11α22α33 − α11α
2
23 − α22α
2
13 − α33α
2
12)IT + α12α13α23(Φ
t
13Φ12Φ23 +Φ
t
23Φ
t
12Φ13)
)
(73)
The result immediately follows from −2I ≤ Φ + Φt ≤ 2I .
The 1× 1 and 2× 2 minors of the covariance matrix structure (68) obtained in Lemma 2 can now be written as,
mi = α
T
ii (74)
mij = (αiiαjj − α
2
ij)
Tˆ (αiiαjj)
T−Tˆ (75)
Moreover since based on (67), for matrix (68), Φ = Φt13Φ12Φ23 = sign(α12α13α23)I , based on Lemma 3, m123
of (68) is given by:
(α11α22α33)
T−Tˆ
(
α11α22α33 − α11α
2
23 − α22α
2
13 − α33α
2
12 ± 2|α12α13α23|
)Tˆ
(76)
However these values can also be obtained by a timeshare of 3 scalar random variables with covariance matrix,

α11 α12 α13
α12 α22 α23
α13 α23 α33

 (77)
and 3 other independent scalar random variables. This suggests that the region of 3 vector-valued Gaussian random
variables may be obtained from the convex hull region of 3 scalar Gaussian random variables. In other words for
n = 3, considering vector-valued random variables will not give any entropy vector that is not obtainable from
scalar valued ones. This is essentially the statement of Theorem 5 and we can now proceed to a more formal proof.
Proof of Theorem 5: As in Lemma 2, we write the following optimization problem,
max
R
∑
s⊆{1,2,3}
γs log det R˜s, (78)
As was obtained in Lemma 2, the optimal solution is of the following form:

α11ITˆ 0 α12Φ12 0 α13Φ13 0
0 α11IT−Tˆ 0 0 0 0
α12Φ
t
12 0 α22ITˆ 0 α23Φ23 0
0 0 0 α22IT−Tˆ 0 0
α13Φ
t
13 0 α23Φ
t
23 0 α33ITˆ 0
0 0 0 0 0 α33I ˆ
T−Tˆ


(79)
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where Φij are orthogonal matrices and Φ13 = sign(α12α13α23)Φ12Φ23. Now let
Q =


ITˆ 0 0 0 0 0
0 IT−Tˆ 0 0 0 0
0 0 Φt12 0 0 0
0 0 0 IT−Tˆ 0 0
0 0 0 0 Φt13 0
0 0 0 0 0 IT−Tˆ


(80)
and define
RQ , QtRQ =


α11ITˆ 0 α12ITˆ 0 α13ITˆ 0
0 α11IT−Tˆ 0 0 0 0
α12ITˆ 0 α22ITˆ 0 α23Φ12Φ23Φ
t
13 0
0 0 0 α22IT−Tˆ 0 0
α13ITˆ 0 α23Φ13Φ
t
23Φ
t
12 0 α33ITˆ 0
0 0 0 0 0 α33I ˆT−Tˆ


(81)
However since Φ12Φ23Φt13 = ±ITˆ , it follows that all blocks of RQ are diagonal and therefore RQ can be viwed
as a timeshare of scalar random variables. Moreover since RQ has the same principal minors as R, therefore RQ
is also an optimal solution of (78).
In order to proceed to the proof of Theorem 6 we need the following lemma,
Lemma 4: Consider the function
f(δ) =

max

0,−2 + 3∑
l=1
xδl + 2
√√√√ 3∏
l=1
(1 − xδl )




1
δ
, (82)
where 0 < xl ≤ 1, for l = 1, 2, 3. f is either a constant function equal to mini6=j xixj or has a unique global
maximum given by:
max
δ
f(δ) =
∏
l xl
maxl(xl)
= min
i,j∈{1,2,3},i6=j
xixj (83)
Moreover if we let y˜ =
∏
l xl
maxl xl
+ 2maxl xl −
∑
l xl, then
If y˜ ≤ 0 =⇒ max
δ≥1
f(δ) =
∏
l xl
maxl(xl)
(84)
Proof: See Appendix.
Corollary 1: Let θ = 1δ , in Lemma 4. Then f(
1
θ ) is either a constant function equal to mini6=j xixj or has a
unique global maximizer such that maxθ f(1θ ) = mini6=j xixj . Furthermore,
If y˜ ≤ 0 =⇒ max
0≤θ≤1
f(
1
θ
) =
∏
l xl
maxl(xl)
(85)
Now we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 6.
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Proof of Theorem 6: We show that the entropy region of 3 continuous random variables can be generated from
the convex cone of the Gaussian entropy region. To this end we prove that any entropy vector of 3 continuous
random variables lies in the convex cone of Gaussian entropies. Let g be an arbitrary entropy vector corresponding
to 3 continuous random variables. We know that the only inequalities that constrain the entries of g are
gij ≤ gi + gj , g123 + gk ≤ gik + gjk (86)
Let p = eg where the exponential acts componentwise. Then the equivalent set of constraints to (86) are
pi ≥ 0, 0 ≤ pij ≤ pipj , 0 ≤ p123 ≤
pikpjk
pk
(87)
We now show that any such p-vector can be obtained from Gaussian random variables. Consider the structure (68)
obtained in Lemma 2 which suggested the time-share of a set of independent random variables with covariance
matrix of block size T − Tˆ and another set of random variables with orthogonal covariance matrix of block size
Tˆ . We try to find αii, αij in structure (68) that will yield the desired pi and pij . Therefore if m is the vector of
block principal minors of structure (68) we need to obtain m 1T = p. Using (74) and (75) we can solve for αii and
αij and obtain
αii = pi > 0, αij = ±
√
pipj(1 − (
pij
pipj
)
T
Tˆ ) (88)
Now we need to show that p123 falls within the set of achievable values of m
1
T
123. Note that calculating the
determinant of the matrix in (68) via Lemma 3 or equation (76) gives
max detR = (α11α22α33)T−Tˆ
(
α11α22α33 − α11α
2
23 − α22α
2
13 − α33α
2
12 + 2|α12α13α23|
)Tˆ
(89)
where the max is achieved when α12α13α23 ≥ 0. Letting θ = TˆT and replacing for values of αii and αij in terms
of pi and pij from (88) yields
maxm
1
T
123 = p1p2p3
(
−2 +
(
p12
p1p2
) 1
θ
+
(
p13
p1p3
) 1
θ
+
(
p23
p2p3
) 1
θ
+2
√√√√(1−( p12
p1p2
) 1
θ
)(
1−
(
p13
p1p3
) 1
θ
)(
1−
(
p23
p2p3
) 1
θ
))θ
(90)
Of course this corresponds to the determinant of a covariance matrix of the time-share of some Gaussian random
variables only if the term inside the outer parenthesis in (90) is positive. Therefore assuming x1 = p23p2p3 , x2 =
p13
p1p3
, x3 =
p12
p1p2
and using (82) in Lemma 4:
maxm
1
T
123 = p1p2p3f(
1
θ
) (91)
It remains to show that for any given p123 that satisfies the latter condition of (87), we have p123 ≤ p1p2p3 supΦ,θ f(1θ ).
Since by (87), p123 can be as large as min
(
pikpjk
pk
)
we really need to show that p1p2p3 sup f(1θ ) achieves
min
(
pikpjk
pk
)
for some value of θ. Therefore we need to compute,
sup
θ
m
1
T
123 = p1p2p3 sup
0<θ≤1
f(
1
θ
) (92)
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Note that since we have fixed pi and pij , and that θ represents the timesharing of 2 sets of random variables, θ = 0
is not generally allowed (otherwise we enforce the random variables to be independent which is not necessarily
the case for given pi and pij). Therefore we have used sup instead of max in (91). To find sup f(1θ ) with respect
to θ over 0 < θ ≤ 1, note that as stated in Lemma 4, f(1θ ) has a (unique) global maximum with a value of
mini6=j xixj = min
pjkpik
pipjp2k
at some θ = θ0. If for the assumed values of x1, x2, x3 (obtained from the fixed values
of pi and pij), f(1θ ) achives its maximum for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, i.e., 0 ≤ θ0 ≤ 1 then
sup
Φ, 0<θ≤1
m
1
T
123 = p1p2p3min
pjkpik
pipjp
2
k
= min
pjkpik
pk
(93)
This immediately gives that the vector p = eg is achievable. Otherwise if θ0 > 1, then for some θ′ > θ0, define
the vector p′ = p 1θ′ (elementwise exponentiation). This means that p′i = p
1
θ′
i , p
′
ij = p
1
θ′
ij and hence x′i = x
1
θ′
i . Now
we try to achieve vector p′ by Gaussian structure of (68). For this purpose we follow similar steps as above for p′
and let m′ to be the vector of block principal minors of the new corresponding matrix. Then we have
sup
Φ, 0<θ≤1
m′
1
T
123 = p
′
1p
′
2p
′
3 max
0≤θ≤1
(
f(
1
θθ′
)
) 1
θ′
(94)
The global maximum of f will now happen for θ = θ0θ′ < 1 at which it will have the value (min
pjkpik
pk
). Replacing
this in (94) gives sup0<θ≤1m′
1
T
123 = min
p′jkp
′
ik
p′
k
which means that although p was not achievable with Gaussians
p′ = p
1
θ is achievable. The result of the theorem is then established by noting that p′ corresponds to a valid entropy
vector g′ = 1θ′ g, i.e., a scaled version of g. Note that if maximum of f happens at infinity, i.e., θ0 → ∞, then
we should consider a sequence of scaled vectors p′i = p
1
θ′
i (or equivalently g′i = 1θ′i g) where θ
′
i is an unbounded
increasing sequence in i. As i → ∞, g′i will asymptotically fall in the Gaussian region (a small perturbation of
g′i, i → ∞ will put g′i in the Gaussian region). Hence g will belong to the closure of the convex cone of the
Gaussian region as well.
Conjecture 2: In Lemma 4, if for some δ˜ > 0, we have y(δ˜) > 0, then maxδ≥δ˜ f(δ) = f(δ˜). In particular
If y˜ = y(1) > 0 =⇒ max
δ≥1
f(δ) = f(1) (95)
Moreover if we let δ = 1θ , then (95) translates to
If y˜ = y(1) > 0 =⇒ max
0≤θ≤1
f(
1
θ
) = f(1) (96)
Simulations of the function f for different values of δ (Fig. 2 in the Appendix) support the statement of Conjecture
2. Our Conjecture 1 relies on the above.
Proof of Conjecture 1 Assuming Conjecture 2: To find the Gaussian entropy region again we employ Lemma 2
to obtain the boundary entropies of the region. Hence we consider the structure of (68) which is obtained from the
time-share of a set of independent random variables with covariance matrix of block size T − Tˆ and another set of
random variables with orthogonal covariance matrix of block size Tˆ . Let m be the vector of block principal minors
of the matrix in (68) and let q = m 1T where the exponential acts componentwise. Moreover denote the corresponding
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entropy vector by g = log q (log acting componentwise). Then we would like to characterize the set of q-vectors
(equivalently g-vectors) that can arise from (68) (i.e., they lie in the convex hull of Gaussian structures). First let
us investigate the constraints on qi and qij . It is easy to see that αii = qi ≥ 0 and αij = ±
√
qiqj(1− (
qij
qiqj
)
T
Tˆ ).
Therefore the imposed constraints are
qi ≥ 0, 0 ≤ qij ≤ qiqj (97)
where qij ≥ 0 is due to the positivity requirement of the matrix. Next we would like to obtain the limits of q123.
For this purpose assume that qi and qij are given fixed numbers satisfying (97). Determinant of matrix (68) is
obtained from (76). If we let θ = TˆT and substitute for αi and αij in (76) we obtain:
max q123 = q1q2q3
(
−2 +
(
q12
q1q2
) 1
θ
+
(
q13
q1q3
) 1
θ
+
(
q23
q2q3
) 1
θ
+2
√√√√(1−( q12
q1q2
) 1
θ
)(
1−
(
q13
q1q3
) 1
θ
)(
1−
(
q23
q2q3
) 1
θ
))θ
(98)
Note that as described in the proof of Theorem 6, we should insist on the positivity of the expression inside the
outermost parenthesis in (98). Therefore defining x1 = q23q2q3 , x2 =
q13
q1q3
, x3 =
q12
q1q2
and using (82) in Lemma 4:
sup
0<θ≤1
q123 = q1q2q3 max
0≤θ≤1
f(
1
θ
) (99)
where since qi and qij are fixed, we have excluded θ = 0 and used sup instead of max for q123 in (99) so that we
do not enforce indepndence of the underlying random variables. 4 Using Corollary 1 and assuming that Conjecture
2 holds we obtain,
max
0≤θ≤1
f(
1
θ
) =


∏
l xl
maxl(xl)
If y˜ ≤ 0
f(1) If y˜ > 0
(100)
where y˜ =
∏
l xl
maxl xl
+2maxl xl−
∑
l xl. Replacing for xi in (100) in terms of q-vector entries and using the result of
(100) in (99) with the final substitution of q-entries in terms of entropy elements of g = log q, yields the cojecture
result. Note that when y˜ < 0 the characterization of the region is known perfectly from Corollary 1. The only part
of the entropy region that is conjectured about is when y˜ > 0 whose proof relies on the validity of Conjecture 2.
IV. CAYLEY’S HYPERDETERMINANT
Recall from (4) that the entropy of a collection of Gaussian random variables is simply the “log-determinant” of
their covariance matrix. Similarly, the entropy of any subset of Gaussian random variables is simply the “log” of
the principal minor of the covariance matrix corresponding to this subset. Therefore one approach to characterizing
the entropy region of Gaussians, is to study the determinantal relations of a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix.
4Note that if the underlying random variables are independent, then f(θ) will be independent of θ.
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For example, consider 3 Gaussian random variables. While the entropy vector of 3 random variables is a 7
dimensional object, there are only 6 free parameters in a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix and therefore
the minors should satisfy a constraint. It has very recently been shown that this constraint is given by Cayley’s
so-called 2× 2 × 2 “hyperdeterminant” [20]. The hyperdeterminant is a generalization of the determinant concept
for matrices to tensors and it was first introduced by Cayley in 1845 [32].
There are a couple of equivalent definitions for the hyperdeterminant among which we choose the definition
through the degeneracy of a multilinear form. Consider the following multilinear form of the format (k1 + 1) ×
(k2 + 1) × . . . × (kn + 1) in variables X1, . . . , Xn where each variable Xj is a vector of length (kj + 1) with
elements in C:
f(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) =
k1∑
i1=0
k2∑
i2=0
. . .
kn∑
in=0
ai1,i2,...,inx1,i1x2,i2 , . . . , xn,in (101)
The multilinear form f is said to be degenerate if and only if there is a non-trivial solution (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) to
the following system of partial derivative equations [33]:
∂f
∂xj, i
= 0 for all j = 1, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , kj (102)
The unique (up to a scale) irreducible polynomial function of entries ai1,i2,...,in with integral coefficients that
vanishes when f is degenerate is called the hyperdeterminant.
Example (2 × 2 hyperdeterminant): Let X =

 x0
x1

 , Y =

 y0
y1

 , and A =

 a00 a01
a10 a11


. Consider
the multilinear form f(X,Y ) =
∑1
i,j=0 ai,jxiyj = X
tAY . The multilinear form f is degenerate if there is a
non-tirivial solution for X,Y such that
∂f
∂X
= AY = 0 (103)
∂f
∂Y
= AtX = 0 (104)
A nontirival solution exists if and only if detA = 0. Therefore the hyperdeterminant is simply the determinant in
this case.
The hyperdeterminant of a 2× 2× 2 multilinear form
∑1
i1=0
∑1
i2=0
∑1
i3=0
ai1i2i3xi1xi2xi3 was first computed
by Cayley [32] and is as follows:
−a2000a
2
111 − a
2
100a
2
011 − a
2
010a
2
101 − a
2
001a
2
110
−4a000a110a101a011 − 4a100a010a001a111
+2a000a100a011a111 + 2a000a010a101a111
+2a000a001a110a111 + 2a100a010a101a011
+2a100a001a110a011 + 2a010a001a110a101 = 0 (105)
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In [20] it is further shown that the principal minors of an n × n symmetric matrix satisfy the 2 × 2 × . . . × 2
(n times) hyperdeterminant. It is thus clear that determining the entropy region of Gaussian random variables is
intimately related to Cayley’s hyperdeterminant.
It is with this viewpoint in mind that we study the hyperdeterminant in this section. In the next 2 subsections,
first we present a a new determinant formula for the 2 × 2 × 2 hyperdeterminant which may be of interest since
computing the hyperdeterminant of higher formats is extremely difficult and our formula may suggest a way of
attacking more complicated hyperdeterminants. Then we give a novel proof of one of the main results of [20] that
the principal minors of any n × n symmetric matrix satisfy the 2 × 2 × . . . × 2 (n times) hyperdeterminant. Our
proof hinges on identifying a determinant formula for the multilinear form from which the hyperdeterminant arises.
A. A Formula for the 2× 2× 2 Hyperdeterminant
Obtaining an explicit formula for the hyperdeterminant is not an easy task. The first nontrivial hyperdeterminant
which is the 2 × 2× 2, was obtained by Cayley in 1845 [32]. However surprisingly calculating the next hyperde-
terminant which is the 2× 2× 2× 2 proves to be very difficult. Until recently the only method for computing the
2×2×2×2 was the nested formula of Schla¨fli which he had obtained in 1852 [34][33] and although after 150 years
Luque and Thibon [35] expressed it in terms of the fundamental tensor invariants, the monomial expansion of this
hyperdeterminant remained as a challenge. It was finally solved recently in [36] where they show that the 2×2×2×2
hyperdeterminant consists of 2,894,276 terms. It is interesting to mention that Cayley had a 340 term expression for
the 2×2×2×2 hyperdeterminant which satisfies many invariance properties of the hyperdeterminant and only fails
to satisfy a few extra conditions [37]. Therefore, as mentioned previously, computing hyperdeterminants of different
formats is generally nontrivial. In fact even Schla¨fli’s method only works for some special hyperdeterminant formats.
Moreover according to [33] it is not easy to prove directly that (105) vanishes if and only if (102) has a non-trivial
solution. Here we propose a new formula for (and a method to obtain) the 2×2×2 hyperdeterminant which shows
this is an if and only if connection directly. Moreover this method might be extendable to hyperdeterminants of
larger format.
Theorem 7: (Determinant formula for 2× 2× 2 hyperdeterminant) Define
B0 =

 a000 a100
a001 a101

 , B1 =

 a010 a110
a011 a111

 , J =

 0 −1
1 0


Then the 2× 2× 2 hyperdeterminant is given by
det(B0JBt1 −B1JBt0) = 0 (106)
Proof: Let f be a multilinear form of the format 2× 2× 2,
f(X,Y, Z) =
1∑
i,j,k=0
aijkxiyjzk (107)
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Then by the change of variables, w0 = x0y0 , w1 = x1y0 , w2 = x0y1 , w3 = x1y1, the function f can be written
as,
f(X,Y, Z) = ( z0 z1 )

 a000 a100 a010 a110
a001 a101 a011 a111




w0
w1
w2
w3


, Zt
(
B0 B1
)
W (108)
To proceed, recall from (102) that the hyperdeterminant of the multilinear form of the format 2× 2× 2, vanishes
if and only if there is a non-trivial solution (X,Y, Z) to the system of partial derivative equations:
∂f
∂xi
= 0
∂f
∂yj
= 0
∂f
∂zk
= 0 i, j, k = 0, 1 (109)
(a) First we show that if there is a non-trivial solution to the equations (109), then (106) vanishes. By the chain rule
∂f
∂xi
=
∑
k
∂wk
∂xi
∂f
∂wk
, we can write ∂f∂(X,Y ) =
(
∂W
∂(X,Y )
)t
∂f
∂W . Also from (108), ∂f∂Z = ( B0 B1 )W . Therefore
the degeneracy conditions equivalent with (109) become:(
∂W
∂(X,Y )
)t
∂f
∂W
= 0 (110)
( B0 B1 )W = 0 (111)
Condition (110) implies that the vector ∂f∂W should belong to the null space of the matrix
(
∂W
∂(X,Y )
)t
. The following
Lemma gives the structure of this null space.
Lemma 5: The null space of the matrix
(
∂W
∂(X,Y )
)T
is characterized by vectors of the form, (w3 −w2 −w1 w0)t.
Proof: Let V be a 4 × 1 vector. Noting that for j = {1, 2},
(
∂W
∂(X,Y )
)
ij
= ∂wi∂xj−1 and for j = {3, 4},(
∂W
∂(X,Y )
)
ij
= ∂wi∂yj−3 , we have:
(
∂W
∂(X,Y )
)t
V =


y0 0 y1 0
0 y0 0 y1
x0 x1 0 0
0 0 x0 x1




v1
v2
v3
v4


= 0
(112)
Solving for V in the above, yields the equations:
v1
v3
=
v2
v4
= −
y1
y0
(113)
v1
v2
=
v3
v4
= −
x1
x0
(114)
Letting v4 = x0y0 characterizes the vectors in the null space up to a scale:
V t = ( x1y1 −x0y1 −x1y0 x0y0 )
t
=
(
w3 −w2 −w1 w0
)t
(115)
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We further note that provided

 x0
x1

 6= 0 and

 y0
y1

 6= 0, the matrix ( ∂W∂(X,Y ))t has rank 3 and that V is
therefore the only null space vector (up to a scaling).
Going back to the proof of Theorem 7, using Lemma 5 we conclude that we should have, ∂f∂Z = ( B0 B1 )W =
0 and for an arbitrary non-zero scalar α, ∂f∂W = ( B0 B1 )
tZ = α
(
w3 −w2 −w1 w0
)t
. Putting these
two equations into matrix form we can further write the following:


0 0 B0
t
0 0 B1
t
B0 B1 0



 W
Z

 = α


w3
−w2
−w1
w0
0
0


(116)
or in other form: 


 0 0
0 0

 α

 0 −1
1 0

 B0t
α

 0 1
−1 0



 0 0
0 0

 B1t
B0 B1 0



 W
Z

 = 0 (117)
A non-trivial solution for X,Y, Z and hence for W,Z requires the matrix to be low rank. Evaluating the determinant
we have:
det


0 αJ Bt0
−αJ 0 Bt1
B0 B1 0

=det

 0 αJ
−αJ 0

 det

−( B0 B1 )

 0 αJ
−αJ 0


−1
 Bt0
Bt1



 (118)
= α2 det

( B0 B1 )

 0 J
−J 0


−1
 Bt0
Bt1



 = 0 (119)
Using the fact that J−1 = −J we can write the following,
det

( B0 B1 )

 0 J
−J 0



 B0t
B1
t



 = det(B0JB1t −B1JB0t) = 0 (120)
Note that the explicit calculation of (120) gives,
det

 2(a100a010 − a000a110) a100a011 + a101a010 − a000a111 − a001a110
a100a011 + a101a010 − a000a111 − a001a110 2(a101a011 − a001a111)

 = 0 (121)
which when expanded gives the 2× 2× 2 hyperdeterminant formula stated in equation (105) as expected.
(b) Conversely suppose that (120) vanishes and therefore there is a non-trivial solution for W and Z in (117). To
prove that there is also a non-trivial solution to (109), we need to show that such X, Y and Z exist so that (110)
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and (111) hold. By definition of w0, w1, w2, w3, it is not hard to see that a valid x0, x1, y0 and y1 can be found
from wi only if W = ( w0 w1 w2 w3 )t in (117) has the property,
w0
w2
=
w1
w3
(122)
In the following we show that the solution of (117) in fact satisfies relation (122). Let p =
(
w0 w1
)t
and
q =
(
w2 w3
)t
. Then from (117) we obtain:
αJq + B0
tZ = 0 (123)
−αJp + B1
tZ = 0 (124)
B0p + B1q = 0 (125)
Multiplying the first equation by pt and the second one by qt and adding them together we obtain,
α(ptJq − qtJp) + (ptB0
t + qtB1
t)Z = 0 (126)
which by the use of (125) simplifies to:
ptJq = qtJp (127)
Noting that ptJq = (ptJq)t = −qtJp gives,
ptJq = qtJp = 0 (128)
(122) then follows immediately from (128) by substituting for p and q.
B. Minors of a Symmetric Matrix Satisfy the Hyperdeterminant
It has recently been shown in [20] that the principal minors of a symmetric matrix satisfy the hyperdeterminant
relations. There, this was found by explicitly computing the determinant of a 3 × 3 matrix in terms of the other
minors and noticing that it satisfied the 2 × 2 × 2 hyperdeterminant. In this section we give an explanation of
why this relation holds for the principal minors of a symmetric matrix. The key ingredient is identifying a simple
determinant formula for the multilinear form (101) when the coefficients ai1,i2,...,in are the principal minors of an
n× n symmetric matrix.
Lemma 6: Let the elements of the tensor [mi1,i2,...,in ], ik ∈ {0, 1} be the principal minors of an n× n matrix
A˜ such that mi1,i2,...,in , ik ∈ {0, 1} denotes the principal minor obtained by choosing the rows and columns of
A˜ indexed by the set α = {k|ik = 1} (by convention when all indices are zero a00...0 = 1). Then the following
multilinear form of the format 2× 2× . . .× 2 (n times),
f(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) =
1∑
i1,i2,...,in=0
mi1,i2,...,inx1,i1x2,i2 . . . xn,in (129)
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can be rewritten as the determinant of the matrix F , i.e., f(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) = det(F ) where F is the following
matrix:
F =


x1,0 0 . . . 0
0 x2,0 . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 . . . xn,0


+


x1,1 0 . . . 0
0 x2,1 . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 . . . xn,1


A˜ (130)
Proof: First note that determinant of F has the form, det(F ) =∑1i1,i2,...,in=0 bi1,i2,...,inx1,i1x2,i2 . . . xn,in for
some A˜-dependent coefficients bi1,i2,...,in (this is because each xj,ij appears only in the jth row of F ). To prove
that det(F ) is in fact equal to (129), we need to show that bi1,i2,...,in = mi1,i2,...,in , ∀i1, . . . in or in other words
bi1,i2,...,in are the corresponding minors of A˜.
Let (p1 . . . pn) be a realization of {0, 1}n. For j = 1, . . . , n, let the variables xj,pj = 1 and the rest of the variables
be zero. This choice of values makes det(F ) = bp1,p2,...,pn and f(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) = mp1,p2,...,pn . Moreover it
can be easily seen that in this case det(F ) in (130) will simply be equal to the minor of the matrix A˜ obtained
by choosing the set of rows and columns α ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that pj = 1 for all j ∈ α. By assumption this is
nothing but the coefficient mp1,p2,...,pn in (129) and therefore the lemma is proved.
Remark: Note that Lemma 6 does not require the matrix A˜ to be symmetric.
Lemma 7 (Partial derivatives of detF ): Let αj = {1, . . . , n}\j and αk = {1, . . . , n}\k. Computing the partial
derivatives of detF gives:
∂ detF
∂xj,0
= detFαj ,αj (131)
∂ detF
∂xj,1
=
n∑
k=1
a˜jk(−1)
j+k detFαj ,αk (132)
where a˜jk denotes the (j, k) entry of A˜ and Fαj ,αk denotes the submatrix of F obtained by choosing the rows in
αj and columns in αk.
Proof: Consider the expansion of detF along its jth row as detF = ∑nk=1 Fjk(−1)j+k detFαj ,αk . Noting
that for k 6= j, Fjk = xj,1a˜jk and for j = k, Fjj = xj,0 + xj,1a˜jj , we obtain that
detF = xj,1
n∑
k=1
a˜j,k(−1)
j+k detFαj ,αk + xj,0 detFαj ,αj (133)
Taking partial derivatives immediately gives (131) and (132).
Now we can write the condition for the minors of A˜ to satisfy the hyperdeterminant:
Lemma 8 (rank of F ): The principal minors of matrix A˜ satisfy the hyperdeterminant equation if there exists a
set of solutions xj,0 and xj,1 for which rank of F in (130) is at most n− 2.
Proof: If there exists a nontrivial set of solutions xj,0 and xj,1 such that F has rank n− 2 then both (131) and
(132) vanish (because all the (n− 1)× (n− 1) minors also vanish). But the vanishing of (131) and (132) simply
means that the minors of A˜ satisfy the 2× 2× · · · × 2 (n times) hyperdeterminant.
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Theorem 8 (hyperdeterminant and the principal minors): The principal minors of an n×n symmetric matrix A˜
satisfy the hyperdeterminants of the format 2× 2 . . .× 2 (k times) for all k ≤ n.
Proof: It is sufficient to show that the minors satisfy the 2× 2 . . .× 2 (n times) hyperdeterminant. Recall that
for the tensor of coefficients ai1,i2,...,in in the multilinear form (101) to satisfy the hyperdeterminant relation, there
must exist a non-trivial solution to make all the partial derivatives of f with respect to its variables zero. Lemma
(8) suggests that a set of nontrivial xj,0 and xj,1 for which rank of F is at most n− 2 would be sufficient. In the
following we will show that one can always find a solution to make rank(F ) ≤ n− 2.
First we find a non-trivial solution in the case of 3 variables and then extend it to the the case where there are n
variables. For 3 variables, the matrix F which is of the following form,
F =


x1,0 + x1,1a˜11 x1,1a˜12 x1,1a˜13
x2,1a˜12 x2,0 + x2,1a˜22 x2,1a˜23
x3,1a˜13 x3,1a˜23 x3,0 + x3,1a˜33

 (134)
should be rank 1 or equivalently all the rows be multiples of one another. Enforcing this condition results in 3
equations for 6 unknowns. Therefore without loss of generality we let xj,1 = 1. Making the rows of F proportional,
gives:
x1,0 + a˜11
a˜12
=
a˜12
x2,0 + a˜22
=
a˜13
a˜23
(135)
a˜13
a˜12
=
a˜23
x2,0 + a˜22
=
x3,0 + a˜33
a˜23
(136)
If xj = (xj,0, xj,1), then the solution to the above equations is clearly as follows:
x1 = (
a˜12a˜13 − a˜11a˜23
a˜23
, 1)
x2 = (
a˜23a˜12 − a˜13a˜22
a˜13
, 1)
x3 = (
a˜13a˜23 − a˜12a˜33
a˜12
, 1) (137)
Now for the general case of n variables, let x1, x2, x3 be as (137) and for j > 3, xj = (1, 0). It can be
easily checked that this solution makes the matrix F of rank n − 2 and therefore the principal minors satisfy the
2× 2× . . .× 2 (n times) hyperdeterminant. 5
Notation 1: Each element mi1i2,...,in , where ik ∈ {0, 1}, can alternatively be represented as mα, α ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
where α = {k|ik = 1}. For example, m100 = m1 and m011 = m23.
Since based on Theroem 8, the principal minors of a symmetric matrix denoted by mi1i2,...,in satisfy the
hyperdeterminant, we may write the 2 × 2 × 2 hyperdeterminant relation of (105) for the principal minors of
a 3× 3 matrix. Adopting notation 1 we obtain:
m2∅m
2
123 +m
2
1m
2
23 +m
2
2m
2
13 +m
2
3m
2
12 + 4m∅m12m13m23 + 4m1m2m3m123 − 2m∅m1m23m123
−2m∅m2m13m123 − 2m∅m3m12m123 − 2m1m2m13m23 − 2m1m3m12m23 − 2m2m3m12m13 = 0 (138)
5Note that the solutions (137) also appear in [20] in an alternative proof of principal minors satisfying the hyperdeterminant relation.
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Letting m∅ = 1, the 2× 2× 2 hyperdeterminant can also be written as,
(m123 −m3m12 −m2m13 −m1m23 + 2m1m2m3)
2 = 4(m1m2 −m12)(m1m3 −m13)(m2m3 −m23) (139)
V. MINIMAL NUMBER OF CONDITIONS FOR THE ELEMENTS OF A (2n − 1)−DIMENSIONAL VECTOR TO BE THE
PRINCIPAL MINORS OF A SYMMETRIC n× n MATRIX FOR n ≥ 4
In order to determine whether a 2n−1 dimensional vector g corresponds to the entropy vector of n scalar jointly
Gaussian random variables, one needs to check whether the vector eg corresponds to all the principal minors of a
symmetric positive semi-definite matrix. Define A , eg and let the elements of the vector A ∈ R2n−1 be denoted
by Aα, α ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, α 6= ∅. An interesting problem is to find the minimal set of conditions under which the
vector A can be considered as the vector of all principal minors of a symmetric n × n matrix. This problem is
known as the “principal minor assignment” problem and has been addressed before in [20], [28]. In fact in a recent
remarkable work, [20] gives the set of necessary and sufficient conditions for this problem. Nonetheless it does
not point out the minimal set of such necessary and sufficient equations. Instead [20] is mainly interested in the
generators of the prime ideal of all homogenous polynomial relations among the principal minors of an n × n
symmetric matrix. Here we propose the minimal set of such conditions for n ≥ 4.
Roughly speaking there are 2n − 1 variables in the vector A and only n(n+1)2 parameters in a symmetric n× n
matrix. Therefore if the elements of A can be considered as the minors of a n× n symmetric matrix, one suspects
that there should be 2n − 1− n(n+1)2 constraints on the elements of A. These constraints which can be translated
to relations between the elements of the entropy vector arising from n scalar Gaussian random variables, can be
used as the starting point to determining the entropy region of n ≥ 4 jointly Gaussian scalar random variables.
We start this section by studying the entropy region of 4 jointly Gaussian random variables using the results of
the hyperdeterminant already mentioned in the previous section and we shall explicitly state the sufficiency of 5
constraints among all the constraints given in [20] by using a similar proof to [20]; that for a given vector A, and
under such constraints, one can construct the symmetric matrix A˜ = [a˜ij ] with the desired principle minors. Later
in this section we state such minimal number of conditions for a 2n− 1 dimensional vector for n ≥ 4. Now define
cijk , Aijk −AiAjk −AjAik −AkAij + 2AiAjAk (140)
Theorem 9: Let A be a 15 dimensional vector whose elements are indexed by non-empty subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4}
and has the property that
Aij < AiAj , ∀i, j ⊆ {1, 2, 3, 4}. (141)
Then the minimal set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the elements of the vector A to be the principal
minors of a symmetric 4 × 4 matrix consists of three hyperdeterminant equations (142–144), one consistency of
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the signs of cijk (145), and the determinant identity of the 4× 4 matrix (146):
c2123 = 4(A1A2 −A12)(A2A3 −A23)(A1A3 −A13) (142)
c2124 = 4(A1A2 −A12)(A2A4 −A24)(A1A4 −A14) (143)
c2134 = 4(A1A3 −A13)(A3A4 −A34)(A1A4 −A14) (144)
c123c124c134 = 4(A1A2 −A12)(A1A3 −A13)(A1A4 −A14)c234 (145)
A1234 = −
1
2
∑
i′,j′∈{1,2,3}
k′,l′∈{1,2,3,4}\{i′,j′}
ci′j′k′ci′j′l′
Ai′Aj′ −Ai′j′
+A1c234 + A2c134
+A3c124 +A4c123 − 2A1A2A3A4 +A12A34 +A13A24 +A14A23 (146)
Proof: a) It is easy to show the necessity of equations (142)–(146) and it was done in [20]. Here we illustrate
the method to make the paper self-contained. Note that if elements of the vector A are the principal minors of a
symmetric matrix then by Theorem 8 they satisfy the hyperdeterminant relations which from (139) can be written
as,
(A123 −A3A12 − A2A13 −A1A23 + 2A1A2A3)
2 = 4(A1A2 −A12)(A1A3 −A13)(A2A3 −A23) (147)
Using the definition of cijk in (140), equation (147) can be further written as:
c2123 = 4(A1A2 −A12)(A1A3 −A13)(A2A3 −A23) (148)
Therefore equations (142)–(144) simply represent the hyperdeterminant relations and hold by Theorem 8. Moreover
if Aijk is the principal minor of matrix A˜ obtained by choosing rows and columns i,j and k, then writing Aijk in
terms of the entries of A˜ gives,
Aijk = a˜iia˜jjakk − a˜iia˜
2
jk − a˜jj a˜
2
ik − a˜kk a˜
2
ij + 2a˜ija˜jk a˜ik
= −2AiAjAk +AiAjk +AjAik +AkAij + 2a˜ij a˜jk a˜ik (149)
where since A corresponds to principal minors of A˜, we have substituted for a˜ii = Ai and a˜2ij = AiAj − Aij .
Rewriting (149) we obtain,
Aijk −AiAjk −AjAik −AkAij + 2AiAjAk = 2a˜ij a˜jka˜ik (150)
which by comparison to (140) means that the following holds,
cijk = 2a˜ij a˜jka˜ik (151)
Therefore replacing for c123, c124, c134 and c234 from (151) in (145) and simplifying we obtain that (145) holds
trivially. The last condition (146) is also nothing but the expansion of the 4 × 4 determinant of A˜ in terms of the
entries of A˜ and replacing for them in terms of cijk and lower order minors and therfore is a necessary condition.
b) Now we need to show the sufficiency of equations (142)–(146). To do so, we assume that the given vector
A satisfies (142)–(146) and we want to show that it is the principal minor vector of some symmetric matrix A˜.
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Hence we try to construct a matrix A˜ whose principal minors are given by the entries of vector A. First note that
such a matrix A˜ should have a˜ii = Ai and a˜2ij = AiAj − Aij (or equivalently a˜ij = ±
√
AiAj −Aij). The only
ambiguity in fully determining the entries of A˜ will therefore be the signs of the off-diagonal entries. To have the
3× 3 minors of A˜ also equal to the corresponding entries of vector A, we should have:
Aijk = det


a˜ii a˜ij a˜ik
a˜ij a˜jj a˜jk
a˜ik a˜jk a˜kk

 (152)
= a˜iia˜jj a˜kk − a˜iia˜
2
jk − a˜jj a˜
2
ik − a˜kk a˜
2
ij + 2a˜ij a˜jk a˜ik (153)
Replacing for values of a˜ii and a˜ij in terms of Ai and Aij we obtain that,
Aijk −AiAjk −AjAik −AkAij + 2AiAjAk = 2a˜ij a˜jka˜ik (154)
Therefore writing the condition for all {i, j, k} ⊆ {1, 2, 3, 4} we need to have
c123 = 2a˜12a˜23a˜13 (155)
c124 = 2a˜12a˜14a˜24 (156)
c134 = 2a˜13a˜14a˜34 (157)
c234 = 2a˜23a˜24a˜34 (158)
Note that the constraints (142)–(145) guarantee that |cijk| = 2|a˜ij a˜ika˜jk|. It remains to show that there is a
consistent choice of signs for a˜ij such that the stronger condition cijk = 2a˜ij a˜jka˜jk also holds. Note that without
loss of generality we can assume that the off-diagonal entries on the first row, i.e., a˜1j are positive. This is due to
the fact that we can use the transformation DA˜D−1 where D is a diagonal matrix with ±1 elements to make a˜1j
positive without affecting any of the principal minors. Hence, assuming a˜1j are positive, the signs of a˜23, a˜24 and
a˜34 are determined from the signs of c123, c124 and c134 in (155–157). However once the signs of a˜23, a˜24 and a˜34
are determined, the sign of their product, i.e., a˜23a˜24a˜34 should be the same as the sign of c234 to satisfy (158).
This is enforced by equation (145). Therefore conditions (142)–(145) yield (155)–(158). Note that due to property
(141) none of the a˜ij are zero and hence all the above steps for sign choice are valid. Finally a direct calculation of
the 4×4 determinant of A˜ shows that it can be expressed as the right-hand side of equation (146) in terms of lower
order minors of A˜ which are equal to corresponding terms Aα, |α| ≤ 3. Consequently equation (146) guarantees
that the 4× 4 principal minor of A˜ is equal to A1234. Again note that since property (141) holds, the denominator
in (146) is nonzero and will not cause any problems. Therefore A˜ will be the matrix with principal minors given
by vector A.
Using a similar approach which follows the proof methods of [20] closely, we can write the set of minimal
necessary and sufficient conditions for a 2n − 1 dimensional vector to be the principal minors of a symmetric
matrix.
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Theorem 10: Let A be a 2n − 1 dimensional vector whose elements are indexed by non-empty subsets of
{1, . . . , n} (assume A∅ = 1) and that it satisfies,
AαAi∪j∪α < Ai∪αAj∪α ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} α ⊆ {1, . . . , n} \ {i, j} (159)
Then the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 2n − 1 dimensional vector to be the principal minors of a
symmetric n× n matrix consists of 2n − 1− n(n+1)2 equations and are as follows,
∀j, k ⊆ {2, . . . , n} c21jk = 4(A1Aj −A1j)(A1Ak −A1k)(AjAk −Ajk) (160)
∀i, j, k ⊆ {2, . . . , n} c1ijc1ikc1jk = 4(A1Ai −A1i)(A1Aj −A1j)(A1Ak −A1k)cijk (161)
Also ∀β ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, |β| ≥ 4 choose one set of i, j, k, l ⊆ β such that i < j < k < l and let α = β\{i, j, k, l},
Dαijkl = 0 (162)
where Dαijkl is obtained from the following by replacing every AS , S ⊆ {i, j, k, l} by
AS∪α
Aα
.
Dijkl = Aijkl +
1
2
∑
i′,j′∈{i,j,k}
k′,l′∈{i,j,k,l}\{i′,j′}
ci′j′k′ci′j′l′
Ai′Aj′ −Ai′j′
−Aicjkl −Ajcikl
−Akcijl −Alcijk + 2AiAjAkAl −AijAkl
−AikAjl −AilAjk = 0 (163)
Proof: The proof is essentially the same as the proof technique of [20] and is a generalization of Theorem 9 to
a 2n− 1 dimensional vector. However we would like to highlight why (160)–(162) is the minimal set of necessary
and sufficient conditions among all conditions given in [20]. First consider the necessitiy of the equations:
a) Showing the necessity of equations (160)–(162) is strightforward. In fact if the elements of vector A are the
principal minors of a symmetric matrix A˜, then a˜ii = Ai and a˜2ij = AiAj − Aij . Furthermore it can be shown
(similar to the proof of Theorem 9) that cijk = 2a˜ij a˜ika˜jk from which it follows that (160)–(161) hold. Note that
Dijkl = 0 in equation (163) gives Aijkl in terms of lower order minors (compare to equation (146)). Now consider
a submatrix of A˜ whose rows and column are indexed by β ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, |β| ≥ 4 and denote it by A˜[β]. For
{i, j, k, l} ⊆ β let α = β \ {i, j, k, l} and likewise let the submatrix with rows and columns indexed by α be shown
by A˜[α]. Further denote the Schur complement of A˜[α] in A˜[β] by A˜[α/β]. Note that A˜[α/β] is a 4× 4 matrix whose
determinant can be obtained via the rule of equation (163). The property of Schur complement yields,
det
(
A˜[α/β]
)
[S]
=
det A˜[S∪α]
det A˜[α]
=
AS∪α
Aα
, ∀S ⊆ {i, j, k, l} (164)
Therefore wiritng the determinant for the 4× 4 matrix A˜[α/β] and using (164), gives equation (162). 6
b) To show the sufficiency we show that if a given vector A satisfies equations (160)–(162) then we can construct
a symmetric matrix whose principal minors are given by A. As we did in Theorem 9 such a matrix A˜ should have
6Note that we can assume gα 6= −∞ and simply avoid Aα = 0.
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entries a˜ii = Ai and a˜2ij = AiAj − Aij (or equivalently a˜ij = ±
√
AiAj −Aij). Therefore it remains to choose
the signs of the off-diagonal entries in a consistent fashion so that all the minors of A˜ will correspond to A.
For 3×3 minors of A˜ to comply with Aijk , note that as was obtained in Theorem 9, we need to have ∀{i, j, k} ⊆
{1, . . . , n}, 2a˜ij a˜jk a˜ik = cijk . Note that equations (160)–(162) give that |cijk| = 2|a˜ij a˜jka˜ik| for all {i, j, k} ⊆
{1, . . . , n}. Again similar to Thereom 9, we may assume that all the off-diagonal terms in the first row are positive
since we can always use the transformation DA˜D−1 where D is a diagonal matrix with ±1 elements to make a˜1j
positive. Therefore assuming a˜1j are positive, we can choose the sign of all off-diagonal terms a˜jk, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n}
such that they have the same sign as c1jk . This way we guarantee 2a˜1ja˜1ka˜jk = c1jk . However note that all the signs
of all entries of A˜ are now fixed and therefore we need to make sure the remaining conditions cijk = 2a˜ij a˜ika˜jk
for all {i, j, k} ⊆ {2, . . . , n} are also satisfied. However since c1jk = 2a˜1ja˜1ka˜jk and A satisfies the constraint
(161) as well, cijk = 2a˜ij a˜ika˜jk for {i, j, k} ⊆ {2, . . . , n} follows immediately. Therefore equations (160) and
(161) guarantee the equality of 3 × 3 minors of A˜ with the corresponding entries of A. Note that property (159)
assures that none of the a˜ij are zero and hence all the above steps for determining the sign will be valid.
Now we need to prove the equality of all minors of size 4 × 4 and bigger of A˜ with the relative entries of A.
This is enforced by condition (162). To see the reason, replace each term Aγ , γ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} in (162) by det A˜[γ].
Then as we saw in part (a), the resulting equation describes det A˜[{ijkl}∪α] = det A˜[β] in terms of lower order
minors which are already guaranteed to be equal to the corresponding entries of A. Therefore condition (162) is
enforcing det A˜[β] = Aβ . Note that for each β only 1 equation of type (162) is required. Moreover due to property
(159) the denominators in (162) obtained from (163) will be nonzero and will not cause any problems.
Finally note that there are
(
n−1
2
)
number of constraints of type (160), (n−13 ) of type (161) and ∑nm=4 (nm) of
type (162) which sums up to 2n− 1− n(n+1)2 . This is the number that we expect noting that there are only n(n+1)2
free parameters in a symmetric matrix while the vector of principal minors is of size 2n − 1.
Corollary 2: In Theorem 10 if we insist that for all α ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, Aα ≥ 0 and substitute each Aα by egα
in (160)-(162) then (160)-(162) give the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 2n − 1 dimensional vector to
correspond to the entropies of n scalar jointly Gaussian random variables.
Remark: Note that in order to characterize the entropy region of scalar Gaussian random variables what one really
needs is the convex hull of all such entropy vectors. After all if we only wanted to determine whether 7 numbers
correspond to the entropy vector of 3 scalar-valued jointly Gaussian random variables we could simply check
whether they satisfy the hyperdeterminant relation (139). However it is the convex hull which is more interesting,
and more cumbersome to calculate, and this is what we addressed for 3 random variables in Section III.
VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the entropy region of jointly Gaussian random variables as an interesting subclass of
continuous random variables. In particular we determined that the whole entropy region of 3 arbitrary continuous
random variables can be obtained from the convex cone of the entropy region of 3 scalar-valued jointly Gaussian
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random variables. We also gave the representation of the entropy region of 3 vector-valued jointly Gaussian random
variables through a conjecture.
We should remark that, in general, to characterize the entropy region of Gaussian random variables one should
consider vector-valued random variables which is probably more complex than the case of scalars. In Section III
we showed that, for n = 3, the vector-valued random variables do not result in a bigger region than the convex hull
of scalar ones. However in general it is not known whether the entropy region of n vector-valued jointly Gaussian
random variables is greater than the convex hull of the entropy region of scalar valued Gaussians.
For n ≥ 4 we explicitly stated the set of 2n − 1 − n(n+1)2 constraints that a 2
n − 1 dimensional vector should
satisfy in order to correspond to the entropy vector (equivalently the vector of all principal minors) of n scalar
jointly Gaussian random variables. Although these conditions allow one to check whether a real vector of 2n − 1
numbers corresponds to an entropy vector of n scalar jointly Gaussian random variables, they do not reveal if such
given vector of 2n− 1 real numbers corresponds to the entropy vector of vector-valued Gaussian random variables
or if it lies in the convex hull of scalar Gaussian entropy vectors. Answering these question requires one to study the
region of vector valued jointly Gaussian random variables and this is what we addressed in Section III for 3 random
variables. Obtaining the entropy region of vector-valued Gaussians seems to be rather complicated for n ≥ 4 and
as a satrting point one may instead focus on the convex hull of scalar Gaussians which is essentially the convex
hull of vectors satisfying constraints (160)–(162). Studying such a convex hull has an interesting connection to the
concept of an “amoeba” in algebraic geometry. The “amoeba” of a polynomial f(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
i qix
p1i
1 . . . x
pki
k
is defined as the image of f = 0 in Rk under the mapping (x1, . . . , xk) 7→ (log |x1|, . . . , log |xk|) [33]. It turns out
that many properties of amoebas can be deduced from the Newton polytope of f which is defined as the convex
hull of the exponent vectors (p1i, . . . , pki) in Rk (see, e.g., [38]). In terms of our problem of interest, the scalar
Gaussian entropy points are the intersection of the amoebas associated to polynomials (160)-(162) and one should
look for the convex hull of the locus of these intersection points. If we allow the notion of amoeba to be defined
as the log mapping for any function (not just polynomials), then one could also formulate our problem of interest
as the convex hull of the amoeba of the algebraic variety obtained from the intersection of (160)-(162).
Finally in characterizing the entropy region of Gaussian random variables for n ≥ 4, we noted the important role
of the hyperdeterminant and with this viewpoint we also examined the hyperdeterminant relations. In particular by
giving a determinant formula for a multilinear form, we gave a transparent proof that the hyperdeterminant relation
is satisfied by the principal minors of an n× n symmetric matrix. Moreover we also obtained a determinant form
for the 2× 2× 2 hyperdeterminant which might be extendible to higher order formats and is an interesting problem
even in its own right.
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APPENDIX
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Proof: We will first show that ∀i, j, f(δ) ≤ xixj . Let,
e(δ) = −2 +
3∑
l=1
xδl + 2
√√√√ 3∏
l=1
(1− xδl ) (165)
For distinct i, j, k ⊆ {1, 2, 3}, this can also be written as,
e(δ) = (xixj)
δ −
(
(1− xδi )(1− x
δ
j) + (1− x
δ
k)− 2
√
(1− xδi )(1− x
δ
j)(1 − x
δ
k)
)
(166)
= (xixj)
δ −
(√
(1− xδi )(1 − x
δ
j)−
√
1− xδk
)2
(167)
which shows e(δ) ≤ (xixj)δ and therefore for all δ ≥ 0, f(δ) ≤ xixj with equality if and only if (1−xδi )(1−xδj) =
1− xδk or equivalently,
(xixj)
δ + xδk − x
δ
i − x
δ
j = 0 (168)
Note that this is only possible when xixj = x1x2x3maxl xl . Without loss of generality assume, x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3, and
define,
y(δ) = (x1x2)
δ + xδ3 − x
δ
1 − x
δ
2 (169)
Clearly zeros of y(δ) determine the global maximums of f(δ) (i.e., f(δ) = x1x2). Therefore we analyze the
behavior of y(δ) in the following scenarios (based on the assumption x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3):
1) x1 < x2 < x3 < 1:
Note that for any number 0 < x < 1, when δ → 0, we have the approximation, xδ ≈ 1 + δ log x. Therefore
as δ → 0+, we obtain,
y(δ) ≈ δ log x3 < 0 (170)
On the other hand when δ →∞, we have y(δ) ≈ xδ3 > 0. Therefore y(δ) has at least one zero (which is not
at origin). In fact we now show that it has exactly one zero. Let a(δ) = y(δ)
xδ
3
= 1+ (x1x2x3 )
δ − (x1x3 )
δ − (x2x3 )
δ
.
Then zeros of y(δ) and a(δ) match except possibly at infinity. Therefore we can equivalently determine the
zeros of a(δ). To do so, we further define b(δ) = (x3x2 )
δ · da(δ)dδ = x
δ
1 log(
x1x2
x3
) − (x1x2 )
δ log(x1x3 ) − log(
x2
x3
).
Note that as δ → 0+, b(0+) ≈ log x3 < 0. Moreover as δ → ∞ we obtain b(∞) ≈ log(x3x2 ) > 0. On the
other hand obtaining the derivative of b(δ) gives,
db(δ)
dδ
= x1
δ log(x1) log
(
x1x2
x3
)
−
(
x1
x2
)δ
log
(
x1
x2
)
log
(
x1
x3
)
(171)
which has a unique zero δ∗ at,
xδ
∗
2 =
log
(
x1
x2
)
log
(
x1
x3
)
log(x1) log
(
x1x2
x3
) (172)
Calculating d
2b(δ∗)
dδ2 shows that b(δ) has a maximum at δ
∗
. Noting that derivative of b(δ) is defined for all δ
yet it is only zero at δ∗ and that b(0+) < 0 and b(∞) > 0, we conclude that b(δ) has exactly one zero at some
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0 < δˆ < δ∗. Since we defined b(δ) = (x3x2 )
δ · da(δ)dδ , we obtain that
da(δ)
dδ has also exactly one zero at δˆ (and
is also possibly zero at infinity). Moreover we have δ → 0+, a(0+) ≈ δ log x3 < 0, dadδ (0+) ≈ log x3 < 0
and a(∞) ≈ 1. Since a(δ) is also everywhere differentiable we deduce that a(δ) has exactly one zero (that is
not at origin) at some δ0 where δ0 > δˆ > 0. Finally going back to y(δ), we obtain that y(δ) starts at origin,
i.e., y(0) = 0 however with a negative slope dydδ (0
+) = log x3 < 0. It has a unique zero at δ0 > 0 and it
approaches the δ-axis again at infinity with a positive sign, i.e., y(δ) ≈ xδ3 → 0+ as δ → ∞. Therefore we
have shown that y(δ)’s behavior is as the one depicted in Fig. 2(a).
Note that since the zeros of y(δ) determine the global maximums of f(δ), to determinne where the global
maximums of f(δ) occur, we need to calculate f(δ) at 0,∞ and δ0. First for δ → 0+ we have,
f(δ) ≈ (1 + δ log(x1x2x3))
1
δ → x1x2x3 (173)
Moreover for δ →∞ we have (1− xδ) 12 ≈ 1− 12x
δ − 18x
2δ for 0 < x < 1. Therefore we can write,
e(δ) ≈ −2 +
∑
l
xδl + 2
(
1−
1
2
xδ1 −
1
8
x2δ1
)(
1−
1
2
xδ2 −
1
8
x2δ2
)(
1−
1
2
xδ3 −
1
8
x2δ3
)
(174)
≈
1
2
(x1x2)
δ +
1
2
(x1x3)
δ +
1
2
(x2x3)
δ −
1
4
x2δ1 −
1
4
x2δ2 −
1
4
x2δ3 (175)
Since δ →∞ and x1 < x2 < x3, the term x2δ3 will be the dominant term and we will have,
e(δ) ≈ −
1
4
x2δ3 < 0 (176)
Therefore as δ → ∞ we obtain f(δ) = ( max(0, e(δ)) ) 1δ = 0. As a result f(δ) has a unique global
maximizer at δ0 where f(δ0) = x1x2. Note in Fig. 2(a) that the zero of y(δ) coincides with the maximum
of f(δ).
2) x1 = x2 < x3 < 1:
In this case we have y(δ) = x2δ1 + xδ3 − 2xδ1. Similar to the previous case we define a(δ) =
y(δ)
xδ
3
=(
x2
1
x3
)δ
+1−2
(
x1
x3
)δ
and analyze the zeros of a(δ). Note that da(δ)dδ =
(
x1
2
x3
)δ
log
(
x1
2
x3
)
−2
(
x1
x3
)δ
log
(
x1
x3
)
which has a unique zero at the point δˆ given by,
xδˆ1 =
2 log x1x3
log
x2
1
x3
(177)
Since a(δ) ≈ δ log x3 < 0 as δ → 0+ and a(∞) ≈ 1 and again a(δ) is everywhere differnetiable, we
obtain that a(δ) has exactly one zero (that is not at origin) at some δ0 where δ0 > δˆ > 0. Therefore y(δ)
has also exactly one zero (that is not at origin) at δ0. Again we have y(δ) ≈ δ log x3 < 0 as δ → 0+ and
y(∞) ≈ xδ3 > 0 and hence its behavior is again as the one depicted in Fig. 2(b).
The analysis of e(δ) and f(δ) is similar to the last case. In particular we have, f(0+) ≈ x21x3 and e(∞) ≈
− 14x
2δ
3 < 0 giving f(δ) = 0 for δ → ∞. Hence f(δ) has a unique maximizer at δ0 such that f(δ0) = x21.
Again it is evident from Fig. 2(b) that the zero of y(δ) coincides with the maximum of f(δ).
3) x1 < x2 = x3 < 1:
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Fig. 2. Functions f(δ) and y(δ) versus δ. The solid line shows function f(δ) and the dashed line shows function y(δ).
In this case y(δ) = (x1x3)δ−xδ1 ≤ 0. Calculating
dy(δ)
dδ = (x1x3)
δ log(x1x3)−xδ1 log x1 which has a unique
zero at δˆ given by,
xδˆ3 =
log x1
log(x1x3)
(178)
Moreover as δ → 0+ we have y(δ) ≈ δ log x3 → 0− and as δ → ∞, y(δ) ≈ −xδ1 → 0−. Therefore the
behavior of y(δ) in this case is as shown in Fig. 2(c).
The analysis of e(δ) and f(δ) is again similar to the previous 2 cases. However note that in this case the
only zero of y(δ) is at origin and as a result we only need to consider the value of f(δ) at 0 and infinity.
Following a similar procedure as in the previous cases, we obtain f(0+) ≈ x1x23 and for δ →∞ by replacing
x2 = x3 in (175) we get,
e(δ) ≈ (x1x3)
δ −
1
4
x2δ1 ≈ (x1x3)
δ (179)
Therefore f(∞) ≈ x1x3, i.e., f(δ) approaches its global maximum at infinity.
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4) x1 = x2 = x3 < 1:
In this case, y(δ) = x2δ3 − xδ3 ≤ 0 and we have
dy(δ)
dδ = 2x
2δ
3 log x3 − x
δ
3 log x3 which again has a unique
zero at δˆ given by, xδˆ3 = 12 . As in the previous case, y(0
+) ≈ δ log x3 → 0
− and y(∞) ≈ −xδ3 → 0− and
y(δ) behaves as in the previous case (Fig. 2(d)).
Since zeros of y(δ) happen at 0 and infinity, we only need to calculate the value of f(δ) at 0 and infinity. For
δ → 0+ we have, f(0+) ≈ x33. On the other hand by replacing x1 = x2 = x3 in (175) we obtain as δ →∞,
e(δ) ≈
3
4
x2δ3 (180)
This yields f(δ) ≈
(
3
4
) 1
δ x23 ≈ x
2
3 as δ → ∞. As a result f(δ) again approaches its global maximum at
infinity.
5) x1 < x2 < x3 = 1:
In this case y(δ) simplifies to y(δ) = (x1x2)δ + 1 − xδ1 − xδ2 = (1 − xδ1)(1 − xδ2) ≥ 0. Note that y(0) =
0, y(∞)→ 1 and y(δ) is an increasing function. The behavior of y(δ) is shown in Fig. 2(e).
Since the zero of y(δ) occurs at zero, we only need to evaluate f(δ) at zero for which we obtain e(0+) ≈
1 + δ log(x1x2) and therefore f(0+) ≈ x1x2, i.e., the global maximum of f(δ) is at zero.
6) x1 = x2 < x3 = 1:
In this case we have y(δ) = x2δ1 + 1− 2xδ1 = (1− xδ1)2 ≥ 0. Behavior of y(δ) is shown in Fig. 2(f).
For this scenario again we only need to care for f(0) which can be easily obtained to be f(0+) ≈ x21 which
is the global maximum.
7) x1 ≤ x2 = x3 = 1:
Here we obtain y(δ) = 0 a constant function. To evaluate f(δ) we do not need to use y(δ) in this case. In
fact we have f(δ) = x1 which is a constant function as well and equal to its global maximum everywhere.
Thus far we showed that f(δ) (except for the case when x1 ≤ x2 = x3 = 1 and f(δ) is a constant) it has a
unique global maximizer at which f(δ) = mini6=j xixj . Moreover in all these cases, if for some δ > 0 we have
y(δ) ≤ 0 it can be seen that maximum of f(δ) occurs for some δ0 > δ. Noting that y˜ as defined in the statement
of the theorem is in fact y(1), it immediately follows that if y˜ ≤ 0 then f(δ) attains its global maximum for some
δ ≥ 1.
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